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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Hello NCMA Members,
With winter almost over, we start greeting the new foals and looking forward to shows
and trail riding. Please keep in mind with the new season coming up to send Irina
Shavlik highlights for the next newsletter. Send pictures and brief write up to
irina@shavlik.us to showcase your fun with your Morgans!
We have decided to not do a clinic this year. If you have any ideas for future clinics
contact me at trishhoen@yahoo.com with your ideas.
North Star will be held August 6-9 at Simon Arena in Cannon Falls, MN. The judge will be
Sarah Gove. Some people have asked to make it a 3 day show but the arena
availability makes it impossible to do at this time. The schedule is almost completed so
we will have the books out in May.
You can check out our website for any updates regarding NCMA at
www.northcentralmorganassociation.com or follow us on Facebook at NCMA
Morgans.
Have a wonderful spring!!
Tricia Hoen
NCMA President
trishhoen@yahoo.com/320-282-1343

www.northcentralmorgan.com
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I am always looking for content and photos!
Thank you to everyone who contributes every quarter. This
newsletter would not exist without your thoughtful
contributions!
-Irina
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Updates and Announcements from NCMA
Membership
Show season is creeping up on us. Please make sure to get your membership and high
point in before you show so your point count! Also, new in for this year is High Point for
western dressage. In the past two years, we have also added leadline and eventing. Please
make sure your membership and high point nominations are current so your points count.
Any shows that you go to that are not pre-approved by NCMA need to have the form sent
in within 30 days of the end of the show to count. If you have any questions please contact
Harriet Goodpaster at harriet.goodpaster@gmail.com or Sarah Anderson at
andersonsarah16@hotmail.com

NCMA Member Wins Western
Dressage Award:
The Western Dressage Association
of Wisconsin announced their
2019 Level I Champion to be
Jayne Bradford and Troika’s
Mickey Midnight! Congratulations
to Jayne (pictured on the left)
and her awesome Morgan.

2019 Newsletter of the Year
The NCMA Newsletter won
2019 Club Newsletter of the Year
(Local Division) awarded by the
AMHA. Thanks to everyone who
contributes content to make this
newsletter great!
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UPHA Super Convention
Article by Kirsten Johnson
The 2020 UPHA Convention was joined by the ASHA, AMHA, AHHS, ARHPA, ASM and ASR.
The 2020 UPHA convention was held January 22-25 in Lexington,
Kentucky. This year the AMHA and many other equine breed
organizations joined this convention to make a very interesting and
celebratory event. The days were filled with each breed’s
board/committee meetings, well done awards luncheons and dinners,
an assortment of seminars with special speakers, and three offsite clinics
and special events. We really attended three of the seminars; one on
Social Media/Marketing; one on how to create a successful equine
business; and a wonderful panel discussion with many of the top
veterinarians in our world. The vet discussion covered updates on equine
drugs, lameness, show rules and a wide variety of other equine health
concerns. Highlights of the week was the trip, appetizers and interview
of Dr. Wayne Lukas at the historic Keeneland Sales Pavilion; A live with
the legends presentation in which we learned from our industry’s best
through a series of live demonstrations at Sunrise Stables; and last but not
least, a ride with the legends riding clinic, where Jr. Exhibitors and adult
riders received instruction from UPHA Hall of Fame instructors…all in one
arena.
I was there to learn and I learned so much. Our farm Arcola Farm was thankful to receive an award
for UPHA Jr. Ex. English Pleasure Horse of the Year for “Unzipped” (banner pictured above). We
enjoyed some time with fellow Minnesotans Nan Wille-Cecchittini and her daughter trainer Alex
WilleIrmiter of Kismet Farm who were there to connect with others and celebrate Alex’s honor as Tony
C. Ray Young Professional of the Year. It was such fun to visit with many of our Morgan friends from all
over the country at one place. We also saw many friends from other breeds and realized more and
more that we all have similar concerns for our horses now and for the future, and want to do what is
best for our breeds. The combined convention was a success if you ask us and those we talked to.
There were more than 600 people in attendance this year and that made the discussions and
seminars more meaningful. Many thanks to the UPHA and all the breed associations for doing such a
great job on this 2020 convention. We had a great time!

Jenny Taylor driving Morgan Mare, Tomeri Symphony
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Morgan Masterpiece 2020
Notes for this year’s 22nd year of putting on the Morgan Masterpiece. We encourage exhibitors to
reserve their motel rooms. Please check on the website for motels that have a block under Morgan
Masterpiece, but most have a date the rooms will be turned back for open reservations. A couple
changes in our schedule this year: 1/we have eliminated all the Hackney Pony and Hackney Horse
division 2/ Created a English Pleasure Open to Stallions, Mares and Geldings 3/ Created a Pleasure
Driving Open to Stallions, Mares and Geldings 4/ Added an Exhibition: Open Hunter Pleasure and
Stake 5/ Have a Classic Pleasure Driving Junior Horse/Limit Horse 6/Have a Classic English Pleasure
Junior Horse/Limit Horse 7/ Added a Ranch Horse Riding Pattern Class and a Ranch Horse Riding Rail
class. Our Saturday schedule will still begin at 9AM with the morning classes, allow a 45 minute break
before the start of the Academy classes and then a 90 minute break for the final performance on
Saturday. Mother Nature made us do it last year, and exhibitors seemed to like it so we are going to
see how it works for 2020.

We Need You!
The Aisle of Breeds at the Minnesota State Fair is a fantastic opportunity for the public to meet various
horses and learn about their breeds while visiting the horse barn. Cohosted by the MN Horse Council and
the MN Horse Expo, the Aisle of Breeds lets horse lovers of all ages meet a real Morgan horse!
Over two million people attend the MN State Fair (equal to 36% of the state’s population) and we know our
industry desperately needs to attract new horse lovers. This is a major promotional opportunity for horses
of all breeds but we need your help to make it a success.
We need kind horses who are willing to meet many fans (with a little rest between kisses and
hugs) and proud owners who are willing to share their horse with the public. All breeds are
welcome. In return, your horse will be loved and adored, you’ll get free passes to the fair and swag!
We have a brand-new display this year and can’t wait to share it with horse owners and fair goers! For
more detailed information, please contact Ann Hoffmann @ annhoffmann@mnhorsecouncil.org.
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Getting Fit for Show Season
Article by Irina Shavlik

Living in New York City means I don’t have many opportunities to ride. I wanted to share with you
some of the exercises I do to stay fit for riding. Below I highlight what I think are some of the most
important things to focus on for show season (but it’s definitely not an exhaustive list).
For each of the below exercises, think about your riding form while doing them. This means, when
applicable, keep your shoulders back, hold your hands in the position you’d have them in while
riding, engage your core, etc. There are so many ways to get fit for riding, but these are just some
samples of what I like to do. The main idea is to supplement your riding with a few additional
exercises!
Inner Thighs: We’ve all had days when our inner thighs are super sore from riding! This one may be for
the people who can’t get in the saddle as often, as there is no real simulation to work these exact
group of muscles. The best thing to do would be to ride without stirrups or take a lunge lesson!

Hold a weighted ball between your knees (5-10 pounds to start) and grab a weight to hold (5-10
pounds to start). Focus on keeping a straight line from your ear, to shoulder, to hip, to heel. Once you
get your balance and position, do mini-squats to simulate posting. Try to be fluid while you maintain
your position. You can also try walking around with the ball between your knees. Having a mirror is
helpful to make sure your position stays consistent! I usually do this until my thighs can’t hold the ball
anymore. Then I rest for one minute and repeat two more times.

Balance: It’s probably obvious why balance is important for riding. There are lots of ways to practice
balance, but some examples are using a balance board or doing leg lifts.
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As you use the board (left photo), try to balance on it without any of the edges touching the ground.
Think about why you’re off balance. Are you consistently rocking to one side, and if so, why? Do you
feel centered? How are you correcting yourself? Although it’s harder, I try to keep my hands near my
waist so that my center of gravity is similar to when I’m riding.
Additionally, try to use a mirror when you use the board. Be very observant of your form so that you
can start to feel what others may see. For example, I often get told to push my right shoulder down
when I’m riding so that I’m not crooked, even though I don’t always feel it. Your position likely
changes a bit depending on what horse you’re riding, but if you start to be aware of your own body
position, you can start to correct yourself, which can in turn correct your horse as well.
For leg lifts (right photo), you’ll be able to get work done on your balance and your hips (yet another
important muscle group for riding)! Try holding a weigh near your hips (or just keep your hands out in
front of your hips) while you do this. Lift your leg straight out to the side in a slow and controlled
manner. Keep those heels down! Do 15 reps, and repeat at least three times (for each leg).
Core: I personally feel like core is the most important for riding. It is the center of your balance and
your center of strength. When I do ab workouts, I try to imagine the way I use my abs when riding. Try
holding a light weight at the height you hold your reins (about at your hips) when possible. This will
help you engage the same muscle areas as you do when riding. Here’s one example of an ab
workout, but the possibilities are endless.
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Hold your legs up and move a weight back and forth to each hip. Try going slowly and stay focused
on engaging your core. Aim to do 50 reps. Repeat if that’s too easy!
Cardio: Yes, equestrians are athletes, and yes, this sport gets your heart rate up! Sometimes we have
to endure extremely long, hot classes at shows. In order to keep up, it is important to work cardio into
your workout routine. I personally enjoy jogging or dancing, but there are many ways to do cardio
such as rowing, elliptical, brisk walking, or biking. Aim to get your heart rate up for 30 minutes straight!
Flexibility: Why is flexibility important for riding? You need to easily be able to move with your horse. If
you’re stiff and inflexible, your horse will also feel stiff and you won’t be able to create a symbiotic
look. Here are some areas to focus on. Try to stretch these areas for at least seven seconds. Do it on
both sides (when applicable). You can also try stretching out just before you get on your horse.
I try to stretch my inner thighs, calves, back, and hips regularly. It also feels really nice to loosen the
back and arms up with upper-body twists and arm circles.

Calves►
◄Twists-Great for back, glutes, and IT Band.

Swan-Pose with Back Stretch (above): Great for the back and hips.

◄ IT Band: Also stretches the lower back

Stretch from side to side, touch your
toes, and try bending backwards by
placing your hands on the back of
your thighs. ►
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North Central Morgan Breeders
Westood Farm
Article by VeeAnn Wood

Congodon (Congo x Barbadon)

I was a horse lover since I could walk. I grew up and lived in South Mpls, near a Pony Rides
business at Minnehaha Falls. As soon as I was 11 years old I started working at the pony rides leading
ponies for $1.00 a day. It certainly took a lot of trips around that pony ring, but I finally saved enough
money and purchased my first horse - a half Morgan named "Black Shadow." In a strange twist, my
parents purchased the Pony Rides business and I ran the business to help pay for my college
education. We kept the ponies at a rented stable on 86th and Cedar near the Mall of America.

Hoosier Nite Cap

At this time, I had two horses put out in a pasture in
Savage. The pasture was owned by Marianne Naas
and her husband and they owned a very famous
Morgan Mare that had been shown and was a
Champion even in the East. This mare was Barbadon
and she was in foal to Congo, a famous stud owned
by Roy Brunk. One morning my Fiance Ernie Wood
and I went to see the horses only to find my two
horsess dead - they had been struck by lighting.
Obviously I was more than divested and really was so
heart broken didn't even want to get another horse.
The Naas's felt so bad that they offered to sell the
foal out of Barbadon and my parents bought the
9

foal for me. This foal, Congodon, started the era of Westwood Farm.
Westwood Farm begin in the 1970's when Ernie and I
moved to Plato, Minnesota and started breeding Morgan
Horses. At this time, I was only aware of Bonnie Lee
Morgans in Willmar and the Behlings Hylee Farm in
Wisconsin. Also at this time, no one had even thought of
artificial breeding. It was just live coverage and not many
people were interested in breeding Morgans.
Congodon was a beautiful horse and won over 400
trophies and many Championships. While owned by me
and Ernie, he had 39 foals. After the move to Westwood
Farm, we purchased a stud colt from Lymann Orcutt
named Orcland Jet Set. He was a very good producer .
Next we acquired Hoosier Nite Cap by Devan Cap and
he was a wonderful Stallion and I also showed him in Park
Saddle and Harness. Then in the early 70's we were able
to puchase Fleetwing's Major from the Doris Ryan
Dispersal. He had never been shown but we trained him
and showed in Halter and he won several halter
Congodon (Congo x Barbadon)
championship. Ernie and Jay Wood (our son) helped to
train Major for harness
and showed him in harness. He was a wonderful stallion but he got
a cancerous tumor and had to be put down. At this time we were
able to lease Waseeka's Moonshot for a couple years.
We then had the opportunity to lease Mor-Ayr Supreme and had
him for several years. Westwood Farm raised many nice Morgans
and were well on our way being well know in the Morgan World
when Ernie had a heart attack at the wheel and passed away at
57 years old.

Waseeka’s Moonshot

The one thing I remember about breeding at this time no one used
artificial breeding and we bred only a few outside mares each
year and stud fees were at the most $500.00. We did usually
request owners of mares for breeding to be vetted for breeding
soundness. Things have certainly changed from those days as most
show people breed by AF and not many mares are breed
naturally. It certainly is quite expensive and stud fees are more
expensive.
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Hylee Farm
1948 to 1959
Article by Jackie Sweeney

Justin Dart ( Congo x May Burger by Squire Burger) Purchased from Roy Brunk as a yearling in 1951

HyLee Farm was first established when the first mare, Dolly Mae, foaled in 1948 giving a
chestnut filly sired by Justin Dart. She was registered as HyLee’s Lady Justin and the prefix was
established in that year, 1948. During the late ‘40s, ‘50s, ‘60’s and a short time into the ‘70s, most
breeding farms had a stallion that they stood for their mares and stood to the public. It was not
uncommon in those years to have some stallion owners transport their stallion to different location to
offer their stallion for breeding to an owner’s mares. The mating of
Justin Dart to Dolly may have happened in 1947 long before Bob
and Jane Behling purchased her. They had looked at different
breeds and gone to many horse shows, of which were mostly AllBreed shows, but didn’t exhibit a lot of Morgans at them at that
time. They saw Dolly Mae trotting out in a big field one day when
they were out for a drive and we thoroughly taken by her attitude
and action. They drove into the home of the owner and in
wanting to see her a little closer were able to still see more
attitude and a bigger trot as they attempted to catch her. Justin
Dart lived 15 miles away from the farm in Cambria, Wisconsin, in
his owner’s garage. His owner did not want to sell him, so my folks
hauled Dolly Mae to Brandon, Wisconsin for the next 10 years to
breed Dolly Mae to him. When Justin Dart’s owners passed away
in 1960, my grandfather, Warren Lee, and I went to the estate
auction and purchased him for $500.00. He was not a big horse.
He was black with a beautiful and intelligent head and an
Dolly Mae (Captain Red by Juban x
extremely long neck that was well hinged. He was already near
Golden Honey by Winterset) Foundation
20 when we purchased him and we just bred our own mares to
Mare at HyLee
him.
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In those early years I mentioned above,
breeding farms needed to own their own
stallion for several reasons. The distance to
stallions to breed to, having a stallion on the
farm made it easier to sell horses raised on
the farm as people would actually come to
the farms to see the stallion and the
offspring. So it was in the years young
Morgan breeders used the Volume 1 and 2
of the Morgan registry to find horses who
were registered and their owners. Thus my
mother used it as a Bible to locate horses she
wanted to see and meet. Mom and Dad
took a trip to Illinois in 1951 to find a stallion
for HyLee. They went to Roy Brunk and that
is where they purchased Squire Skimp. I
remember him as a “fairy tale” horse. He
was chestnut, but not a red chestnut, he
had the longest mane and foretop that I
Torchfire ( Senator Graham x Jubilee Joy) Undeated at the Illinois
had every seen, his mane and tail was silver
State Fair In Hand for 5 consecutive years
in color. He was such a gentleman and so
easy to be around, truly a dream
horse. Buying a Morgan from a noted breeder was always good publicity and with Squire coming to
Wisconsin, it increased the traffic coming to the farm to see him
and the other HyLee young stock. My Dad had gone to the
Waterloo, Iowa National Stallion shows during the early ‘50s to learn
more about showing in hand and be asked to help show. In 1954
Mom and Dad took Squire to the National Stallion show. At the
show Squire Skimp was crowned Grand Champion Stallion over ALL
BREEDS. Also during that same time HyLee Farm’s first offspring was
beginning to show.
During the early years there were not Morgan shows in
Wisconsin. The closest was the Illinois State Fair, the show in Ohio
which was the seed for the Gold Cup Show and two others in
Michigan. Those horse shows, back then, were in late July and
August. They would be gone for 2 1/2 weeks in Michigan to show
at the seedling show of the Michigan All Morgan and the show
Walter Kane of SpringBrook Farm held at this farm and then a week
at the Illinois State Fair. HyLee’s Lady Justin was Grand Champion
Mare in 3 different states for 3 years in a row beginning in 19511953. At that time there were classes at those shows for Grand
Champion, which meant over all sexes, this mean Lady Justin beat
horses of great names as, Quiz Kid, Fox Fire, etc.
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HyLee’s Lady Justin (Justin Dart x Dolly
Mae) as a 3-year old (Jackie Sweeney,
up!)

After the loss of Squire Skimp right after the Waterloo
show, Mom and Dad went to Helen Greewalt’s farm in
Pawnee, Illinois and purchased Torchfire as a weanling
in 1954. He was undefeated from his weanling year
through his 5-year old year at the Illinois State Fair. The
Fair in Illinois was one of the premier shows for Morgans
during that era. Large classes, entries from all over the
midwest. It also had the Illinois Morgan Breeders
Futurity which was a very profitable futurity and
prestigious. I joined the the futurity when I was 16 years
old and was the youngest member on the club of
Helen Greenwalt, Doris Ryan, John Howard, the
Odell’s just to mention a few. The University of
Wisconsin used to have classes come out to see
Torchfire because he was so smooth in his
conformation, correct in his structure and a beautiful
head. He sired some exceptional stock that continued
his winning ways.

HyLee’s Top Brass (Max Hi Ho Kid by Quiz Kid x Dolly
Mae) Pictured as a 3-year old

Meanwhile, Dolly Mae had been bred to a young stallion
leased to HyLee from Rex Maxson. He was a Quiz Kid son
named, Max Hi Ho Kid. The resulting colt was HyLee’s Top
Brass. As Tommy Caisse has said this horse was “way ahead of
his time.” He never had a picture that showed him as great as
he was. His life is a story onto itself as he had several homes
during-before-and after being at HyLee Farm. It was because
of this great horse that Torchfire was retired from the show
ring. Dolly Mae had two of her produce at the 1959 Illinois
State Fair be Grand Champions. A yearling named HyLee’s
HyLee’s Lady M.E.L. (Justin Dart x Dolly Mae) Lady M.E.L. was Grand Champion Mare and HyLee’s Top Brass
as a weanling
as a 3-year old was Grand Champion Stallion.
This is just a little piece of HyLee history condensed about our stallions in the early years. I had to cut it
short - as I write I get more memories back.

HyLee’s Torchsong (Torchfire x Illawana Marie by Cherokee
Gilmore by Highview King x Illawana Lady by Captain Red)
Pictured Winning as a 2-Year Old at the Illinois State Fair and as a
3 year old was Reserve Champion Mare at the Minnesota State
Fair behind HyLee’s Lady M.E.L.. Torchsong was purchased by
Dale Ulrich at my parents dispersal and was the dam of Shaker’s
Rio, Shaker’s Scout and Shaker’s Rio Rita. ►
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Prairie Hill Morgans
Stepping Out of the Box
Article by Susan Motter

My start in the Morgan breed began in
1982 with Prairie Hill founders, Richard &
Luella Steinbach. It was our goal from the
beginning to produce and promote the versatile
Morgan horse. It was common practice to not
breed for any white back then, much due to the
White Rule adopted by the AMHA in 1964 which
did not allow for the registration of any Morgans
with high white or blue eyes. When the
Steinbachs retired, passing the reins on to myself, I
continued on with the Prairie Hill prefix and
Morgans with little or no white.

Prairie Hill Grace (FCR Magic Act x Sweets Living Doll)

The white rule was eventualling rescinded by
AMHA in 1996, allowing for the registration of
purebred Morgans with high white and/or blue
eyes.
Fast forward to a time when I was married and
had a very persistent horse crazy daughter who
saw a photo of a homozygous splash white
(pinto) Morgan in The Morgan Horse Magazine to
Prairie Hill Armani (out of Ebony Echo)
which she stated: "I want that!" Despite my
resistance to change, Megan pressed the
subject until I finally gave in and agreed to develop a colorful wing of Morgans that were still very
representative of all the qualities we produce Morgans for, no matter what the color.
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There are very few Morgans in the breed which carry the splash white overo gene, much in part to it
being suppressed by the White Rule. However, it is not a new thing, the gene was always there and
luckily survived the generations and is being brought back. Today's color genetics testing is very
helpful in making your breeding decisions, depending on whether or not you wish to add a touch of
color to your breeding program. Our farms two lines of splash were acquired using the splash Morgan

These are the 2 lines that have given us the splash color gene in our Morgans, Old Ways Bimbeau & FCR Magic Act. Both
are now deceased, Beau died in 2015 & Magic just passed away on Feb 28, 2020. We were lucky enough to get splash
foals from both.

stallions, Old Ways Bimbo (T-Bone Bimbo x Sweets Jada Babe) and FCR Magic Act (BFM SWT
Chuckanut Jubilee x Mist Chief Mistara). Both stallions are now deceased. Our Morgan splash
programs carries on with offspring of both. In looking back, I'm glad my daughter convinced me to
take the blinders off and step out of the box. Color is only a part of the whole picture. You have to
breed for a good quality horse, no matter what color you end up with. We owe that much to not
only those who came before us, but to those that will come after.

Prairie Hill Amadeus (Prairie Hill Armani x O
Heavenly Desire) owned by Dawn Hamilton of
California

Prairie Hill Confetti (Old Ways Bimbeau x Kanters
Cherished Secret)
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Arcola Farm
The Morgan Breeding Business Today
Article by Kirsten Johnson

I breed Morgan horses because I love the Morgan horse breed. The look, athleticism,
versatility, and personality of the Morgan horse makes this my breed of choice. I have been breeding
Morgan horses for 18 years at Arcola Farm, located in Stillwater, Minnesota. Arcola Farm has evolved
over the years. The goal has always been to breed for good thinking, beautiful and talented Morgan
horses. Initially our breeding decisions were based largely on breeding a favorite mare to a favorite
stallion without clear knowledge of bloodlines and goals. We just loved raising, training and selling
the foals. Eventually, after much soul searching, we improved our broodmare band, evaluated
bloodlines and learned more by studying successful breeding programs, being in relationships with
various breeders, and eventually developing a breeding plan for our farm. We hope to see better
results from making these changes. There are many Morgan breeders who have done this much
longer than I, some even over multiple generations. I respect these Morgan farms in our breed. They
bring such knowledge and history of the Morgan horse and are invaluable to me and other breeders
of today.

Arcola Farm in Stillwater, Minnesota

What does it take to manage a horse breeding program today? First, you need to be passionate
about the breed you love. Here are some other recommendations for someone considering the
horse breeding industry:
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Breeding takes money. Once you have some fenced land, a barn and a quality mare you have a
beginning. Investing in a good vet and a good stallion is the next step. The cost of semen can vary
and may boggle the mind, but to me, the expense of the vet care, the day to day costs of
feed/housing, farrier costs, training and possible showing of the offspring is what really adds up in the
end. We sell our horses at any age, but the majority of clients want to buy a fully trained and vetted
horse, and that takes time. We are patient with our young horses and only want them to come to
the ring or move ahead with their training when they are mature enough, both mentally and
physically. We do this even though the more time it takes to bring a young Morgan horse to the show
ring (or whatever skill you decide) the costs go up. The benefit to a more gradual training plan, or
one that is based on the maturity of the individual animal, is a healthier and happier horse. That’s is
the route we take at Arcola farm.
Breeding takes knowledge. Establish your breeding
goals and follow them. These goals involve honest
evaluation of the mare and knowledge of bloodlines
and progeny of the stallion. Learn everything you can
about your breed, the breeding process and get
comfortable talking about semen (J). Surround
yourself with experts in your field (successful breeders,
vets, stallion owners, etc.,). Become a foaling expert,
and know how to spot a healthy birth vs. a foaling crisis
when it is happening. If you are a stallion owner, and
you are breeding your own mares, then you need to
pick mares that best cross with your stallion. I have not
dealt with stallions at our farm so I cannot speak to the
care and maintenance of a stallion for breeding
purposes.
Breeding includes joys and heart break. There is
nothing like experiencing the birth of a brand new foal.
I just simply never tire of it. Over time we have seen
some wonderful and successful Arcola bred foals
evolve into wonderful show and family horses for our
clients. This is the good
stuff. We have also lost foals and a few broodmares
(for a multitude of reasons) over the years and this is
the hard stuff. Unforeseen illnesses or accidents can
happen even when you think that you have crossed
your T’s and dotted your I’s as a breeder.
Perseverance is the word if you want to survive these
times.
Breeding defies logic. I know that you may think there
is a secret formula that a breeder may replicate to
create an awesome Morgan horse time after time. It is
true that there are a few consistent crosses out there but I still think breeding is a gamble each time. I
have seen some of the top broodmares in person over the past 20 years, and sometimes they are
unimpressive, and bloodlines can be even more confounding. The truth is, sometimes when you
breed an awesome mare to an awesome stallion you get a foal that looks and performs very
different than its parents, and may be more aligned to the foal’s great-grandmother or greatKirsten with newborn foal (Astronomicallee x Tempted Heart)
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grandfather in the end. Thankfully, sometimes the cross gives you exactly the foal you had hoped for.
One never knows for sure. Though it helps to understand the full family tree.
Breeding means selling. Unless you are breeding horses for your own enjoyment eventually you will
need to market and sell your horses. There are many ways to market your horses. First would be via
social media (Instagram, Facebook, U-Tube, etc). Another way is through advertising locally,
regionally or nationally in breed magazines or other forms of media. Word of mouth and reputation
helps you sell horses once you have been in business for some time. It is important to stay connected
to your horse community and let them know personally when there is a special horse available. It is
clear that fully trained, amateur ready, successful and beautiful horses sell the easiest, but we as
breeders are responsible for our equine offspring, and work hard to find a good home for our all our
Morgan horses.
So why am I breeding? As I said at the beginning, I breed because I love the Morgan horse. The
reality is, the Morgan horse breed needs more people to get involved in breeding to maintain this
beautiful horse over time. Personally, I still love making the breeding decisions, watching a newborn
foal get up for the first time, and seeing a Jr. Horse enter the ring, eared up and ready to go. We, at
Arcola Farm, love to hear that our horses are beloved by their new owners no matter what they end
up doing in the end. In a perfect world we want all of our Arcola bred horses to be healthy and
have a job that they want to go to each day. That may be in the show ring, with a family, on the trail
or in the breeding shed. The bottom line is a happy, healthy and loved Morgan horse makes a
happy breeder in the end.

NCMA Member Moments
◄ The first 2020 foal born at Arcola
Farm. She arrived on February 18
and is very happy & healthy filly
(Astronomically x Tempted Heart).
Diane Mako’s granddaughter
Savannah Devera, 3 years old and
nose to nose with 22 year old Morgan
mare Lady Val Victoria. Savannah is
the great granddaughter of Gene
and Mary Anne Dietz, long time
NCMA members. ►

NCMA Members Leah Botz, Zoe
Roberts, Maeve and Fiona Jones
enjoying the NCMA Banquet. ►
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Developing Morgan riders of the Future

Kandi Klassic Reboot
Morgan & All Breed WSCA 2 Day Pleasure Show
Saturday May 23rd and Sunday May 24th Memorial Day Weekend
Thanks to last years Success Kandi Klassic Reboot is entering it's 2nd year! Many NCMA
members have had multiple generations of family compete at this fun show over the years.
Put some family fun in your 2020 show schedule and support the Kandi Klassic Reboot
Show!
Same Memorial Day weekend time frame – prime location!
Featuring:
Low class fees
At the Washington Co. Fairgrounds in Lake Elmo (Same as Last Year)
Morgan classes in Hunt, Saddleseat, Western, Equitation and Driving Divisions
Expanded WSCA and Open classes – including schooling classes to get more ring
experience
Affordable Stabling in stalls with rubber mats – Rent them for the Day or the Weekend!
Camping available and hotels nearby
Fun atmosphere of collaboration, friendly competition and learning
Ability to pre-register your entries and save time or enter same day
New Addition of Ranch Horse Classes this year!
For more information or sponsorship opportunities, see Kandi Klassic Reboot Facebook
page, WSCA On Deck, or email Karen Bessel at KandiKlassicReboot@gmail.com
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USEF Morgan Charity Horse Show

Qualifies 6 places for Oklahoma

July 16 ,17 & 18, 2020
Sunnyview Expo Center
Oshkosh, WI
Entries Close June 14th

Judge: Steve Davis-New Haven,Vt
Classes and Special Events
Yearling Sweepstakes
UPHA Classic &Challenge Cub
AMHA Medal Classes
Academy Classes
Carriage Classes-any breed
$250 Amateur Hunter Pl. Champ

Youth of the Year
Welcome Exhibitor Party
$750 Costume Class
Calcutta for Sweepstakes
Ranch Horse Classes-any breed
$250 Classic Pl Driving Champ

22 YEARS AND WE’RE STILL HAVING FUN!!

Visit: www.morganmasterpiece.com

For Full Class List, Hotels, Premium Book
Email: info@morganmasterpiece.com
Show to benefit Rawhide Boys Ranch

***!!BOOK MOTEL20ROOMS EARLY!!***

News from AMHA

NCMA was awarded a grant for the MN Horse Expo!

2020 Promotional Grants Awarded
The American Morgan Horse Association, Inc. is pleased to announce the 2020 Breed
Promotion Grant recipients. This program helps organizations with their Morgan horse
promotional efforts. The selection committee carefully reviewed each application and
applauds everyone’s hard work on their submissions. Awardees will be promoting the Morgan
breed to thousands of people across the United States and Australia, too! Read the website
to see the Grant recipients.

NCMA won 2019 Club Newsletter of the Year (Local Division)!

Announcing the 2019 AMHA Club of the Year and Club
Newsletter Winners!
Once again, the AMHA received wonderful submissions from our
Clubs competing for the 2019 Club of the Year and Club
Newsletter honors. It was easy to see that many hours of work
went into the scrapbooks and newsletters themselves, while
countless hours went into the events, shows, volunteer positions,
charitable works and more represented therein. Thank you SO
very much to each and every one of you for fine efforts to promote
our Morgan horse. Read the website to see the 2019 winners!

2020 Alex Mooney Memorial Scholarship Deadline – June 30
Once again, the Grand National & World Championship Morgan Horse Show® will award a minimum of
$5,000 for undergraduate academic scholarships and/or professional development. Criteria and application
can be found on the AMHA website. Application deadline is June 30, 2020. Recipients will be notified by
September 1, 2020 and the award(s) will be announced at the 2020 Grand National.
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Morgan Open High Point Award
Did you know? IT'S FREE! Yes, what a way to promote Morgan entries at an open show.
The AMHA Morgan Open High Point Award recognizes the highest scoring Morgan in
individual open competitions regardless of the division the horse competes in. Points from
classes or rides open to all breeds may count toward this award. To be eligible for the AMHA
Morgan Open High Point Award, event organizers must apply for the award prior to the date
of the event.
Open competition competitors plan ahead and contact your show committee, ask permission,
help out to make it happen.
Just another way to show AMHA cares about you, the member. The form is available on the
AMHA website or you may contact Kristen Kelly at the AMHA office at
Kristen@morganhorse.com, Phone (802) 985-4944, Ext. 401; Fax (859) 287-3555.

Spring Updates from Belle Cheval Training
Article by Karen Bessel

Fashionably late with my congratulations to our
team at Belle Cheval Training on not only a fabulous
show season last year but a wonderful Morgan
Grand Nationals and World Championship Show!
Seasons Simply Supreme was as always beautiful
and classy looking in the Amateur, Ladies and Junior
Exhibitor English Pleasure classes bringing home top
10 ribbons with both Logan Brown and Ethan Bessel
finishing out a really successful season.

Dabe Grand Sweet Rose had a season full of top
ribbons and rides and did not disappoint at OKC
with beautiful and consistent rides expertly handled
by her owner Grace Rodemann. Sadly Grace is a
senior this year which means college is in her near
future and this fabulous horse will be available for
an on site lease following the 2020 show season.
Contact Karen Bessel for information.
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Last but not least, Seasons French Commander
returned to us early spring of 2019 after 9 years in
Missouri with his wonderful owners Jerry and Donna
O'Neil. Post EPM treatment, he had developed
some neurological issues and behavior issues in the
show ring. Our goal: to find his happy place in the
show ring. Our hope was that he and Brody Bessel
would work well together. Their show season was a
bit rocky. We joke that "Max" has a 60% success
rate in the show ring. The other 40% of the time we
hold our breath and hope he stays on the rail. We
tried hunt and western with similar results. We
decided to help him build his body back up
Seasons French Commander

through Western Dressage. I think we found his
happy. We ended our 2019 show season with placings of 3rd in the world shown by Brody and
Reserve World Champion in Basic Level with Karen Bessel. We are super proud of Max and cannot
wait for the 2020 shows to begin for all of our horses and cannot wait to put some more focus on
Western Dressage in the future.

Seasons Simply Supreme and Ethan Bessel

Seasons Simply Supreme and Logan Brown
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Spring Updates from Capall Stables
2020 is off to a great start at Capall Stables and DF
Performance Horses. The first of two foals arrived on January 14
to the Stewart Family. Hylee’s Seventh Heaven welcomed a colt
out of Hard to Be Humble, his barn name is Donuts. Right now, he
looks a lot like is sire we are all excited to watch him grow and
see how he turns out. The second foal Is due the third week of
April. This will be the second time the Anderson family has had a
foal and the first out of Keepsakes Miss Scarlett. This foal is sired by
Minion Millennium.
We also had a good time at the annual awards banquet
with many awards being won by our wonderful clients. Kim
Anderson and Hannah Stewart both won awards in their
perspective divisions on Locutus GCH. Hannah and Sarah
Anderson won awards with Hylee’s Spotlight in the Walk Trot and
Amateur Western divisions. EKL Nobel Charm won an award In
the Open Hunter Pleasure division for owner Sarah Anderson. We
are also excited by They Call Me Cadillac again for winning the
Hylee’s Seventh Heaven and Donuts
Junior Horse Western Pleasure division. Joyfully GCH had a great
year as well winning highpoint in Amateur and Walk Trot Western
as well. We can’t wait for the upcoming year and look forward to seeing new and old teams back in
the show ring for another fabulous year.

Hylee’s Seventh Heaven and Donuts

DF Performance Horse group at the NCMA banquet
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